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The Wonderful World of Cultural and Security Suicide.

"The single greatest weakness of Western culture is the ability to draw a moral equivalence
between anything and everything. It’s really an inability to see anything in due proportion. On
everything from Indian policy to education, ideological purity now trumps even the most
obvious failures in practice". Mark Steyn.
"Victory at all costs, victory in spite of all terror, victory however long and hard the road may
be; for without victory, there is no survival." Winston Churchill.
"In a debate at Trinity College, Dublin recently, the aforementioned Omar Brooks said that
Mohammed’s message to non-believers was: “I come to slaughter all of you.” He meant it, but
come on, you’d have to have a heart of stone not to weep with laughter. Warming to his theme,
he said, “We are the Muslims. We drink the blood of the enemy, and we can face them
anywhere.” From Mark Steyn. ‘Little Mosque on the Prairie’ review.
"... the very cannibalism of the counterrevolution will convince the nations that there is only one
way in which the murderous death agonies of the old society and the bloody birth throes of the
new society can be shortened, simplified and concentrated, and that way is revolutionary
terror."- Karl Marx ("The Victory of the Counter-Revolution in Vienna," Neue Rheinische
Zeitung, November 7, 1848)

"Qur’an 8:12: “Your Lord inspired the angels with the message: I am with you. Give
firmness to the unbelievers. I will terrorise the unbelievers. Therefore smite them on
their necks and every joint and incapacitate them. Strike off their heads and cut off
each of their fingers and toes.
Slay them wherever you find them. Drive them out of the places from which they drove
you. Idolatry is worse than carnage [any faith other than Islam and anything that is
not Islamic]. If they attack you put them to the sword. Thus shall the unbelievers be
rewarded: but if they desist, [submit to Islam, the crushing jizya tax and the slave state
of dhimmitude] God is forgiving and merciful”.
“I am made triumphant through terror”. Mohammad.

Two ways to get the left to scream “racist!” at you are to either say they are wrong about anything
or to sit at home in silence and go along with everything they say. But the left are never wrong,
thus their 100% failure rate and they still call you a racist in absentia of ever listening to you or
answering a single fact, having taken away your God given right to free speech. An alleged
conservative took your right to self-defence.
So au contraire, I say you are a racist if clearly for you everything and anything is about race. But
I’ll let my Japanese wife and my first wife the French Jamaican dame, know. But culture does
matter and not all cultures are equally fun and laughter filled. As Mark Steyn said “if
everything is of equal value, what’s the point talking about it?”
Most people most places are as they say, ordinary and decent. We’re all so hip to and love melting
pot immigration that is largely a groovy success and want to naturally keep it. And we do. It’s how
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I met my wife and I have no intention of getting a cheaper replacement. But non-melting
multiculturalism negates any choices such as noticing unpleasant facts.
As a mere idea, it has serious problems and actually means in part taking money from tax payers
and redistributing it in the socialist style to selected groups in order to change less while we must
change more. Group rights over individual rights are tyranny. So where’s my Morris Dancing
grant and my wife’s Kamikaze Knitting Circle funding? Nope. We are of the not useful or nonthreatening and no need to appease type groups. We lack victim cred. Hey, what do I know.
Hey, the Japanese sure have suffered from being a stubborn monoculture, eh? Er, no. They
haven’t. It’s why people go to Japan and love it because the Japanese know who they are and all
without self-loathing hand-wringing or the allocation of grants.
Mark Steyn said multiculturalism is “a cult of ignorance and a denial of reality.
Multiculturalism absolves you of ever learning anything about other cultures. You just go to the
restaurants and feel warm and fuzzy…that if celebrating multiculturalism is your main focus,
then you are saying that your bedrock belief is that we believe in everything, which is the same
as believing in nothing – and that our core values are that we have no core values.”
The sorrows of the world may not disappear because you compact parts of the globe often into
poorer, ironically immigrant suburbs that take the brunt of government policy that regularly
succeeds in failing.
European states with death spiral birth rates ignore or enforce little to no criticism of massively
growing ethnic tribalism. Thus France has over 750 no go Muslim zones and Lakemba is perhaps
no million jihad laughs either. Jonah Goldberg’s book ‘A Tyranny of Clichés” speaks of the
degrading of meaning language for subverting and destroying Western culture from within.
When certain political classes relentlessly say “diversity”, what they really mean is a diversity of
their own opinions. Diversity simply means difference which means nothing and is values
neutral. With decades of identity politics, the Soviet products of the Frankfurt School of Political
Correctness and Marxist critical Theory [the only point of which is to criticize to destruction],
people can be indoctrinated to think one way only about almost anything and everything.
The left often live in a fantasy life completely supported by the system they often despise and
blatantly infiltrate and use, demanding diversity at home while applauding its virtual total
absence in monocultures abroad. Locally they usually avoid living in those gauche “diverse”
neighbourhoods cum permanent voter base, preferring hipper up-market ones narrowly and
eerily similar to themselves. Socialism is for the plebs and rarely the socialist.
Call me an old stick in the mud, but the basis of rational thought is the ability to discriminate
between good and bad and not choosing ideas that despise me and yearn to destroy all I value.
We have The Greens for that. You can’t celebrate anything with rape gangs.
It’s ALWAYS our fault whenever we embrace diversity enough to notice any unpleasant facts
about it, because all cultures are apparently equally wonderful but our own, which is a total drag
with its meaningless triumphs of medicine, science, freedom, prosperity, law and individual
expression.
The powerful regularly attack with logical fallacy and worse anyone including immigrants, who
speak about the empirically obvious failures of multiculturalism then enable more of the same
with your money and often yet fewer limits.
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Ex-Assistant Treasurer Nick Sherry said that info sent to him by serious scholars of Islam was all
wrong and just plain mean lies, because Nick met two nice Saudi men who gave him a pamphlet
and explained that Sharia Law is actually just one long laugh for women and is mostly about
hugging Jews and Infidels.
The National Security Hotline refuses to name who these mysterious terrorists are and then
states that connecting any religion with terrorism is an offence. Hey, you mentioned religion first,
bub.
I seem to recall Race Discrimination Commissioner Helen Szoke said something along the lines
that “Anglo Saxons” don’t always understand all the forms racism takes. There’s a form it takes
right there.
Simon Crean or anyone’s possible advocacy of Sharia Finance couldn’t be about the money. Not
when the FBI have stated and proven that Sharia Finance is the main funding mechanism for
global Islamic terror. Add a trillion dollars globally from largely unaudited Halal licence fees and
“charity” and or Islamic organizations that are terrorist supporting subversion and infiltration
Hamas Hizbollah front groups. But that’s the advantage of being laughably unread, incurious and
wilfully ignorant. The views are better.
As a pro-Israel conservative, it’s a sickening irony to be called a “denier” for not conforming to a
largely money and ideological power grab ecofascist fraud, in a laughable attempt to connect to
Holocaust denial by the socialist mediocrity Christine Milne. The Greens support global BDS
attacks on Israel and Jewish premises, resulting in more abuse and much worse aimed at hey,
Jews. Jew hating mobs don’t disperse to Carlisle Street, Tel Aviv, or suburbs of Paris, London and
Malmo Sweden and say “hey, what was I screaming death to Israel “from Palestine to the sea”
for? I love Israel and the Jews! Let’s buy some knishes!”
On Sunday the 18 January 2009, we blogged and photographed around 3,000 Marxist left
activists and union and Labour Party celebrity variants and their Hezbollah flag waving Muslim
chums in the CBD, calling for the destruction of Israel, a global jihad against the West, death to
Jews and death to the Lawrence Welk Orchestra. I photographed Sarah Hanson Young giving a
rousing speech in a sea of Hamas head slicer scarves and yet the MSM ignored and lied about it.
Ironically it was impeccably multicultural with Jew-haters from the Middle-East, Malaysia,
Pakistan, Latin America and lots of whites who hate Jews. It was diverse and produced an
infamous picture of a Burka clad Mother and her perhaps eight year-old daughter holding a sign
that said “Jews haven’t learn [sic] They need more of this”, with an arrow pointing at a Nazi
swastika. Adorable. The activist left and their pals love mobs, incite mobs and are a mob.
I once lived above my café in a CBD in the West. One night up to 100 Africans fought each other
from 10PM to 6AM as I called 000 four or five times and the police never came. Some of the most
decent and hard-working people were my fellow long suffering small business Italian, African,
Vietnamese and Lebanese, but no one gave an effective damn about productive tax payers with
passports.
The ‘progressive’ left’s irrational Utopian Death Wish requires not only a monumental cognitive
dissonance, but that they constantly slander with outrageous evidence free ad hominem,
dissenting free citizens. Such dangerous micro-regulating boobs can never it seem, accept
criticism or the whole ludicrous house of contradictory cards would collapse. Will the inevitable
total failure of all their stupid ideas if you just wait long enough come first or our own cultural
and security suicide? We may or may not all go down together.

